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Night Owl returns with Play Full Ground 

(PACIFIC GROVE, Calif.) – Be part of a real-life social network.  

That’s the message artist Mai Ryuno hopes to convey on Saturday, May 20th, 

when Night Owl returns to the Pacific Grove Museum of Natural History with Play 

Full Ground. This special interactive art exhibit, featuring food, drinks, live music 

and hands-on art runs from 7-9:30 p.m. Tickets for the event will be available 

online at pgmuseum.org. 

Play Full Ground features an “underwater” lounge with bean bag sea creatures and 

ocean-themed images projected onto ceiling. Participants are encouraged to hang 

out in the lounge and other areas of the Museum while enjoying drinks and the 

chance to purchase a "Glocal" (local ingredients with global flavors) Ocean Bowl prepared by long-time 

local chef Drew Previti and Shiho Fukushima of Ocean Sushi Deli/Gluten Free Shiho. 

The word “play,” and being playful, is necessary for creativity, Ryuno said, adding that “Full” describes 

the sense of satisfaction people feel after eating, something she hopes people will feel during the event. 

“’Ground’ came from playground, but it also means earth, land, and base,” Ryuno said. “We create 

situations for everyone to get out of everyday life, have fun and be grounded.” 

Ryuno spearheaded Play Full Ground after receiving a Local Emerging Artists Program (LEAP) grant from 

the Arts Council for Monterey County. She’s joined by Emily Underwood, Irene Forsberg and other 

Monterey Bay artists, who collaborated with her on the event. 

Music will be provided by musician Jen Stackpole, who offers a blend of adult contemporary with 

inspirational and spiritual elements. Stackpole is often compared to musicians like Alanis Morissette, 

Fiona Apple, and Karen Carpenter. Music will also be provided by the duo A Little Orca-stra, which 

combines the artist’s marine science background, with violin and fiddle tunes. 

The Pacific Grove Museum of Natural History is located at 165 Forest Avenue in Pacific Grove. 
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